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Everyone is talking about the delivery of
data, music, pictures, and video over
wireless devices, but it won’t become a
reality until the challenges of developing
third-generation (3G) networks and sys-
tems are met. If these systems are to be
brought to market in a timely manner, a
paradigm shift must occur in the way 3G
software and hardware is designed, sold,
and integrated.   

As next-generation digital communication
systems emerge, they will require innova-
tive and complex hardware architectures
for baseband processing. There will be
difficult tradeoffs between power and cost
in order to support highly sophisticated
software layers and MIPs-hungry, low-
level modulation.

3G system design teams are faced with an
architectural design challenge in both the
hardware and software layers based on
three complexity issues:

■ The move from circuit-switched to
packet-switched data 

■ The need to support multiple protocol
standards on one baseband solution 

■ Increasing sophistication in signal
processing requirements. 

There is a solution for 3G developers that
offers a quicker and less expensive alter-
native for multi-mode, multi-band, and
multi-functional wireless devices.
However, designers must also face certain
complexities when combining hardware
and software technologies that allow
reconfigurable system architectures for
wireless networks and user terminals.

With the growth of the 3G market, the tra-
ditional design flows being employed for
wireless baseband development are inade-
quate. The following traditional flows do
not provide an integrated model to address
the partitioning of algorithms between
high- and low-level software and a range
of hardware accelerators. 

All of the traditional approaches suffer
complications. The current DSP software

development flow is not good for manag-
ing control plane complexity, because it
does not integrate soft real-time systems.
In addition, the absence of behavioral sim-
ulation tools and its failure to partition
between hardware and software makes it
difficult to use in modern, high-MIPs,
highly parallel products. The soft real-
time design flows are currently being used
only for Layers 2 and above the stack
because of its inability to successfully
work with hardware or real-time DSP
software. With full-hardware generation
design flows, it is tough to show how the
regulated set of resources produced in
hardware will be mapped against the
higher number of logical processing
flows. This flow is also time inefficient to
get a partitioned design to be resource
checked. Since existing flows are inade-
quate and not easily integrated, vendors
are finding it more difficult to get complex
designs to market on time, and almost
impossible to bring certain designs (e.g.,
involving multiple standards sourced from
multiple vendors) into production. This, in
turn, is impacting their core commercial
viability.  

To solve the problems of the design of
baseband processing for current digi-
tal broadcast and communications sys-
tems, the following must happen: 
low-MIPs, high-complexity, standard-
specific, architecturally neutral code must
be split apart from high-MIPs, lower
complexity, “transforms” (see Figure 1).
This change will allow decoupled intel-

lectual property in both domains to be
produced. Designers making high-level,
standard specific stacks are separated
from the architectures, partitioning, or
RTOS, enabling them to find larger mar-
kets for their products.  

The design flow can be broken down into
three different partitioning phases: pre-
partitioning, partitioning, and post-parti-
tioning. These will help solve the problem
of rapid hardware/software partitioning
and high-level transform description. A
new runtime is also necessary for a “neu-
tral” architecture on which high-level
code is written regardless of the underly-
ing high-MIPs transforms.  

The following is a proposed approach to
wireless design and development:

1. In the pre-partitioning phase, generic
transforms, core processing units,
and interconnects are described, to-
gether with a basic executive envi-
ronment. In this phase, operating the
behavioral simulation of the core-
compute chains can assess numerical
design performance (e.g., simulated
channel SNR vs. source BER).  

2. During the partitioning phase, the
candidate system being partitioned is
identified and then the random simu-
lation is checked to validate that no
resource or application-level con-
straints are violated. In this phase,
high-level application description(s)
are allotted to a set of underlying
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engines that process the high-MIPs
transforms needed by that stack.
Then the transforms are partitioned
into hard and soft data-flows carry-
ing out the particular processing
units of a characterized, possibly het-
erogeneous underlying computa-
tional substrate. 

3. In post-partitioning, the two sub-
flows open; one for elaboration of
the low-MIPs code and the devel-
opment of any “forward-declared”
engines in hardware, and the second
for the real-time emulation of the
overall system design, using dedi-
cated high-performance hardware. 

Re-entrant, multi-vendor design
One key benefit of the above design flow
is it is re-entrant. It is possible to take a
working design (or set of design com-
ponents) and then rapidly repartition it to
a different candidate hardware target
process driving in the critical cost metrics
such as dollars per channel.

Another benefit of the flow is its inherent
support of multiple vendor IP, both at the
high-MIPs transform level and at the stack
level [through the co-simulation of multi-
ple systems (e.g., UMTS FDD and GSM
in compressed mode) with independent
constraints]. See Figure 2.

This design flow supports DSP, ASIC,
FPGA, and dedicated accelerators. It is
largely a software-based paradigm, which
makes it easier for the end user. Targeted
at the creation of architecture-neutral soft-
ware and commoditized, high MIPs trans-
forms (engines), the embedded runtime
software makes this design flow unique
because it can handle multi-channel sys-
tems where resources such as hardware
endpoints (e.g., implementing a Viterbi
decoding function or a RAKE finger array
in a W-CDMA chip-rate ASIC) are logi-
cally shared or scheduled between a num-
ber of logical “user plane” data paths.  

After the partitioning is finished (see
Figure 3), the stack’s stimulus models may
be tested to ensure the design ramifications
were met before going into the last phase.   

Runtime 
A virtual-machine environment is created
as an output of the outlined design
process. It is used as the runtime software
substrate for physical layer stack develop-
ment to handle the intricacies of complex,
multichannel wireless systems. The vir-
tual machine exists to broker requests
from the high-complexity, low-MIPs
“executive” code through to the hardware

and/or software instances of implementa-
tions of the normalized behavioral types
deployed during the partitioning phase in
the system design.

The three key functions of the virtual
machine runtime are:

■ Resource management 

■ Parallel scheduling that is aware of
partitioning decisions at design time

■ Engine dispatcher

The resource management layer is impor-
tant because the high-level stack code
needs to be architecture-neutral, and this
layer gives a regulated set of RTOS capa-
bilities to higher-level software, which
works over the RTOS implementations
already in place. The runtime element
identifies common threading, interrupt,
memory, and resource management mod-
els, which will then be mapped onto the
available primitives for any third-party
RTOS by its runtime implementation.

Parallelism, the use of multiple DSP cores
on-chip and/or hardware, is a conse-
quence of the push for complex digital
processing, which makes it necessary to
support parallel and random scheduling
for dispatch of engine requests. The
majority of RTOS’s do not support this
and those that do support a small amount
of parallel execution do not identify the
partitioning decisions that were made at
design time.  

The runtime software supplies a parallel
scheduling system that is configured up
front by the design process, with the
design-time mappings, endpoint commu-

nication primitives, and simulated resource
and recorded data flow. High-level code
can request execution of high-MIPs trans-
forms through the parallel scheduler API.
Furthermore, the virtual machine layer
makes it possible for the code to commu-
nicate between cores with different
RTOSs. This is necessary when partition-
ing between a DSP and a RISC core. 

The engine dispatcher is another element
in the runtime and it supplies a connec-
tion between the messaging layer and the
actual code that fulfills the role of an
engine, whether in hardware or software.
During this process, the parallel sched-
uler maps the high-level code requests
onto a hard or soft data path towards an
engine. Then the scheduler sends a pack-
age of memory handles to the correct dis-
patcher endpoint via the message-pass-
ing primitives stemming from the
resource management layer. Lastly, the
engine dispatcher gets the proposal,
localizes memory, using DMA if need
be, and then activates completion of the
transform.  

After this is complete, the dispatcher noti-
fies the control code layer. The dispatcher
manages the communications with the
hardware implementation, when one is
used. It also DMAs the data into the cor-
rect memory mapped addresses, establish-
ing a record to start the computation, and
waits for the interrupt callback that indi-
cates the end of the cycle.

Through the use of endpoints – flexible
data transfer components – it is possible
under this flow to have efficient “pipe-
lined” hardware implementations, with
memory buffering only being used by the
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last block in the chain (which will com-
municate with a more latent DSP, for
example). Since the design flow takes care
of adding the appropriate endpoints to the
system based upon the user’s partitioning
decisions, users will be able to rapidly and
transparently move deployments between
dedicated function hardware and more
general processors.

The proposed paradigm differs from the
current static approach of co-simulation
design flows, as it recognizes that the only
way an efficient end system can be de-
ployed is through the use of a virtual
machine layer, integrated design flow, and
optimized, application-aware runtime
(derived as a result of system simulation).

This model for the creation of wireless
handheld devices targets portal communi-
cations systems, different from what
designers are using today.  The history of
non-real-time computing is a story of the
management of complexity through the
genuine emergence of reusable compo-
nents with encapsulating APIs. The
approach proposed involves applying
those well-proven concepts into the “hard
real-time” domain, and offers designers a
radical and timely solution to the problem
of building multi-mode, multi-band, and
multi-functional wireless devices.  
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